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Introduction

Welcome to my intermediate user guide to using the great freeware
application called Apophysis, also affectionately known as ‘Apo’. I first
downloaded this software on December 5th 2005 and I have been hooked on
it ever since. The variety of fractals it is able to produce is only limited by
your creativity but saying that, your creativity amounts to nothing if you fail
to persevere despite the lack of documentation out there. The definitive
starter guides are those by Lance and for scripting, by Datagram. Links to
both (and much more useful stuff)  can be found at The Fractal Farm website
: http://www.woosie.net/fracfan/viewtopic.php?t=15

These guides help you with the GUI and offer some basic advice on creating
fractals. This guide is different. Together we will create specific flames so you
can see how they are done. By doing this I hope you will gain a better
understandiing of Apo and use the knowledge to create your own fractal

wonders ☺ It is not intended to teach you the basics of the GUI, those are
covered in the docs linked at The Fractal Farm. It will show you a few tricks
that you may not be aware of.

I do not profess to be any kind of expert with the software. On the contrary,
there is still much I have to learn. So please take this document for what it is
– a guide.

The version of Apophysis I will be using for this guide will be the much
anticipated 2.04. I say much anticipated as I am lucky enough to be a beta
tester. I continually interchange the words triangle and transform so don’t be
confused by the switch, they mean the same. Apart from several new
variations, 2.04 implements better memory management options when
rendering an image to file so this may allow you to create larger images than
you may have been able to previously. There is a trade off in that larger
images take much longer to render. Although you would obviously expect
this, the render times may come as a shock. On my system (Win2K Athlon 64
1.5GB) an 8000 x 8000 image at Q500, FR 0.4 and O/S 2 would take 22 hours
approx whereas a 12000 x 12000 image would take 160hrs with the same
settings.

Finally, please show respect for the artwork we are about to produce. Don’t
simply recolour it and try and pass it off as your own work – as great as it
might look. Use the knowledge you gain here to fuel your imagination.

Now let’s get cracking!



Working with the Editor

There are several changes to the editor in 2.04. We will cover them now.
Apart from the new variations (covered later) the following image shows the
most obvious ones:

1. The selection cursor button.

This isn’t new I hear you say. Yes but this section is about more than new
stuff, I hope to show you little tips to make life easier. The first one involves
the selection cursor. How many time have you created a flame where all the
triangles are fairly close so selection of one of them, or its control points, is
difficult?

Tip No.1
 Use the + / - keys on your numpad  to identify the triangle you
want (shown both at 5 in the image above and in the editor main
window) to work with. Once you have done this click on the
selection cursor button and you will ONLY manipulate the chosen



triangle and it’s control points. Saves lot’s of fiddling ☺☺☺☺. Just enable
cursor selction (by clicking the button again) when you are ready.

2. Extended Edit Mode

This really is neat! By clicking this button you enable one click manipulation of
triangles. If you pass your cursor over the active triangle you will square
corners, as shown by 4 in the image above. The corners when dragged,
rotate the triangle. In addition you can also do the following:

a) Place the cursor over any of the sides of the triangles. You will see that
two of the sides are full lines and the third is made up of dashes. When
the cursor is over any of the full lines, dragging it will rotate that side
only. Dragging the cursor whilst over the broken line (xy) will scale the
triangle.

b) Try this: select and drag one of the control points from a new triangle.
Now you realise you didn’t want to do that. Rather than using Ctrl-Z,
double click on the control point. It will return to its default position.

3. Enable Final Transform (aka Final Xform)

This has to be the biggest change to Apo and it will breathe life into old

flames – trust me ☺

What is it?

Put simply. Clicking this button will add another white triangle to your flame.
It will be in the default position with a variation of linear, set to 1 as with all
new triangles. How this differs is this. Before when you manipulate a triangle
(either by scaling, rotating or changing the variations) the effect on the flame
was confined to the part of the flame directly influenced by that particular
transform. Still with me? Good. If not you’ll soon pick it up. Just read on.
Now making any changes with the Final Xform will affect the whole flame
and not just a part of it. Let me show you an example.

The following image, called Heavy Duty is a tiled fractal which could have
been created in any version of Apo:



Now, using the Final Xform with a spherical variation setting (only) you get
this:



Here’s another before – a standard Julia Pattern (which, incidentally, is a
pattern type we’ll be covering later) :-

And after applying the Final Xform with the handkerchief variation (again only
this):-

As you can see using the Final Xform  has a major impact on your results
and if nothing else, I encourage you to experiment with this.



There are a few things you need to know about the Final Xform. Firstly, only
one can be applied (in this version) to your flame. This may change in the
future. Secondly, to remove the effect, just click on the Enable Final
Transform button again. The triangle still shows in the editor window. If you
don’t want this then the only way to remove it is to delete the Final Transform
in the same way you delete other triangles. This will of course delete any
settings you had in the Final Xform. Incidentally, the Final Xform is clearly
labelled in the editor drop down (marked 5 in the editor screen shot at the
start of this paper) so you alway know when it’s selected.
Note regarding scripts and the Final Xform:
Often when running a script it will add a Final Xform to your flame. Do not
worry about this as it does not have any effect unless you manipulate it. If
you do not intend to use it just delete it in the usual way.

5. Lock transform axes
When rotating a transform with this checked the whole transform moves as
you have been used to. Uncheck it and only the side of the transform
selected will move. In effect distorting it.

6. New variations
With this latest release comes several new variations. They are:

a. noise
b. blur
c. julian
d. juliascope

You will also notice that the last few in the list of variations are on a coloured
background (this includes some of the variations in previous versions). If you
select any of these it means they can be further adjusted by tweaking the
values in the variables tab. This is also handy as I had never really explored
this before.

I must admit, of the new variations I have used julian the most, followed by
blur. Blur has been used by some artists namely Psion005
(psion005.deviantart.com) and Zueuk (zueuk.deviantart.com) with spectacular
results. Grinagog (grinagog.deviantart.com) has an image in his ‘scraps’ at
deviantArt that shows he is very close too and by the time this doc is
complete, he may have resolved the problem.

I will show how to use the julian and, to a VERY limited extent, blur. I haven’t
really taken to any of the others so I won’t be writing anything more about
them.

Whilst we are talking about variations here’s another tip or group of tips ☺:

Tip No.2



When changing the values in the variations section of the editor try
the following:
a) place the cursor over the variation name you want to change. The

cursor changes to a hand
b) click the left mouse button and drag left to reduce the value and

drag right to increase it. The amount goes into three decimal
places

c) For other tuning hold down the following keys:
i) Shift – 2 decimal places
ii) Ctrl – 4 decimal places
iii) Alt – 5 decimal places

d) double click on the variation name to zero the value

This about does it for the Editor – at least until we get on to adding colour to
the flames.

Tip No.3
Click anywhere in the main Editor window. Now you can manipulate
the selected transform by using the following keys:

1. Translation:
a. Arrow key – moves the transform the currently set units.
b. Ctrl + arrow key: 1/10 of the current translation setting i.e if you

have it set at 0.5 units, it will move 0.05
c. Shift + arrow key: 10 x current translation setting

2. Rotation:
a. Page Up or Page Down key or Alt key + arrow key combo –

rotates the transform the currently set amount. Page Up rotates
anti-clockwise, the others clockwise

b. Ctrl + Page Up/Down key: set rotation / 6 (yes 6 ☺☺☺☺)
c. Shift + Page Up/Down key: set rotation x 6

3. Scale
a. Home/End keys – scale up or down the selected amount
b. Ctrl + Home/End keys – scale up or down half the selected

amount
c. Shift + Home/End keys – scale up or down 1.5 times the selected

amount

4. Add/Delete Transforms:
a. Insert – Add a transform at the centre
b. Delete – delete the currently selected transform



Using My Metallica Script

Below is the latest version of my Metallica script. This code produces a
specific type of fractal which can be pin sharp and colourful. I discovered this
technique quite early in my Apo days (lol, not as though I’ve been using it for
years) and I was dumbstruck when I saw the result. I soon realised this
lended itself perfectly to scripting so I wrote one ;)

{********************************************************************

 Metallic Strip Script - Version 4

 by Carl Skepper 9th April 2006

 web: www.ivy-cottage.net

 aka 2B2H (2b2h.deviantart.com)

 email: carl.skepper@ivy-cottage.net

 Objective: To create a horizontal tiling effect with  narrow upper

 and lower strips made up of smaller versions of the original flame

 http://www.ivy-cottage.net

********************************************************************}

h1 := 2;   //horiz spacing

v1 := 1;   // vert spacing

s1 := 20;  // scale (for upper and lower bands)

clearFlame := 'y'; // flag for user choice - apply to current flame or start a new one

if not InputQuery('Metallica v4','Do you want to clear the current flame? (y/n). The

default is "y" :',clearFlame )then

exit;

if not InputQuery('Metallica v4', 'Horizontal Spacing (Between 1 and 5, suggest 2):',

h1) then

exit;

if not InputQuery('Metallica v4', 'Vertical Spacing (Suggest half of horiz spacing):',

v1) then

exit;

if not InputQuery('Metallica v4', 'Scale factor % (try 20 to start):', s1) then

exit;

s1 := s1 * 0.01;

// If the user wants to start a new flame -

// then clear the old one and add two new transforms

if (clearFlame = 'y') or (clearFlame = 'Y') then

begin

  Clear;

  AddTransform;

  AddTransform;

  Rotate(180);

end;

// Add the strip creation transforms



// The first 4 dictate the horizontal spacing of the pattern

AddTransform;

Transform.e := Transform.e + h1;

CopyTransform;

Rotate(180);

AddTransform;

Transform.e := Transform.e - h1;

CopyTransform;

Rotate(180);

// The next 4 dictate the vertical spacing and how narrow the edge bands are

AddTransform;

Transform.f := Transform.f - v1;

Scale(s1);

CopyTransform;

Rotate(180);

AddTransform;

Transform.f := Transform.f + v1;

Scale(s1);

CopyTransform;

Rotate(180);

//************************************

Previous users of this script will notice some changes. Firstly I have added the
option to apply the script to a current flame. I haven’t used this much so it’s
effect isn’t tried an tested. To revert to the ‘old’ method, just leave the ‘y’ at
the first prompt. The second change is that the starter variation is always
linear. I have removed the random variation code because I think it restricted
the use as users were finding the same fractal often. This was because at the
time the ‘random’ variation was only random in the sense it was one of the 32
or so variations possible with the version of Apo I was using. By removing this
code it will force users to experiment and with this in mind, lets create a
flame using it. The final change to the script was the suggested values shown
at the promts are now the defaults.

1. Step 1 – run the script and leave the default values
2. This will give a linear and not well defined flame. If you don’t see anything

then try changing the gradient. Sometimes the random gradient chosen by
Apo is so bad you don’t see anything in the preview window

3. Make the linear variation 0 and the Julia variation 1 in both Transform 1
and 2

4. This will give a better fractal but it’s still not best ever. Now using the
method from Tip No. 2 reduce the value in the Julia variation in both
triangles and you will get a sharp flame. Values around 0.3 or 0.4 did it for
me. The following image is the result:



How it works

The first two triangles are used to create the basic pattern. The remaining 8
dop nothing other than tile the pattern in a specific way. These 8 triangles all
have the same variation of linear=1. So to change the fractal you only really
need to change the first two triangles. You can do more if you like to alter the
spacing. However, changing anything in the 8 ‘linear’ triangles destroys the
effect. To change the spacing of the top and bottom bands just move the top
and bottom pairs of triangles (Transforms 7,8,9 and 10) up or down. If you
remember when you started the script you were asked for horizontal and
vertical spacings. You could enter different values to see the effect.

That’s really all there is to this script. The emphasis is on scaling the first two
triangles to focus the fractal. Try using multiple variations and you can get
some really cool fractals using this. I called these fractals ‘Watch Straps’ as
that is what they reminded me of. Here are a few I created using the above
method:





And the final (finest?) example:



Falling in love with Julia (and Julia n)

I have a confession to make. I love this variation ☺ . There, it’s out. Don’t tell
the wife.
I find this one of the easiest variations to work with and I go through phases
where I will create fractals which are heavily reliant on this variation. Julia
variation was in previous versions of Apo. Julian (Julia n) is new. Julian
basically gives you much greater control over the Julia fractal. We will now
create a flame using Julia then repeat the starting steps with Julian and

makes some neat modifications ☺.

Step by Step Instructions.

1. Create a New Blank Flame using the toolbar button in the Editor.
2. Select transform 1 and flip it horizontally. This is to make it easier to work

with other transforms more than anything.
3. In both triangles set linear variation to 0 and julia to 1. The preview

should show a perfect circle.
4. Add a third triangle. Set Julia to 0.25 and move it vertically 0.5 units.
5. You should already see a change in the preview. Depending on your

gradient you should see something similar to the following:



You could simply play with the variation setting in these transforms to create
numerous flames. To create ‘satellites’ around this image do the following:

6. Add Transform
7. Set linear to 0 and Julia to 0.75
8. Move this triangle 4 units upwards.
9. Copy it
10.  Hit the space bar. This will now force any rotation about the origin 0,0
11.  Rotate the copy  180 and you will now have 4 satellites. Making further

copies and rotating them by varying amounts will add more but possibly at
a cost of reduction of colour variation.

By experimentation you will achieve a lot of fractals using this technique as a
basis. Here are some examples:

Here is the parameter file for you you examine:

<flame name="2b2hUrchin" size="400 400" center="0.00840142659615006 0.000754844302416124"

scale="54.34" angle="0.796742803535411" rotate="-45.65" zoom="-0.359" oversample="1"

filter="0.1" quality="50" background="0 0 0" brightness="24.4" gamma="2.68" >

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" julia="2" coefs="-1 0 0 1 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="1" julia="0.75" coefs="0.2 -0.5 0.2 0.5 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="1" symmetry="1"sinusoidal="0.029" coefs="-0.256 -0.256 -0.256 0.256

0 -1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" julia="2" coefs="0.8 0 0 -0.8 0 0" />

   <colors count="256"

data="00E5DE2C00E7DD2E00E9DC2F00ECDC3000EEDB3200F0DA3300F3D93400F5D836

    00F7D83700FAD73900FCD63A00F9D03F00F6CB4400F4C54900F1C04E00EEBA53

    00ECB45800E9AF5D00E6A96200E3A46700E09E6C00DE987100DB937600D88D7B



    00D6888000D3828500D07C8A00CD779000CA719500C86C9A00C5669F00C261A4

    00C05BA900BD55AE00BA50B300B74AB800B445BD00B23FC200AF39C700AC34CC

    00AA2ED100A729D600A423DB00A129D5009E30CF009B36CA00983DC4009543BE

    009249B8008F50B3008C56AD00895DA7008663A10083699B00807096007D7690

    007A7D8A0077838400748A7E00729079006F9673006C9D6D0069A3670066AA62

    0063B05C0060B656005DBD50005AC34A0057CA450054D03F0051D639004EDD33

    004BE32E0048EA280045F0220045E9280044E32F0044DC350043D53B0043CF41

    0042C8480042C14E0042BA540041B45B0041AD610040A6670040A06D003F9974

    003F927A003E8C80003E8586003E7E8D003D7893003D7199003C6AA0003C64A6

    003B5DAC003B56B2003A50B9003A49BF003A42C500393BCC003935D200382ED8

    003827DE003721E500371AEB003D1CE500431FDE004A21D8005023D2005625CC

    005C28C500622ABF00692CB9006F2EB2007531AC007B33A6008135A000883799

    008E3A9300943C8D009A3E8600A0408000A6437A00AD457300B3476D00B94967

    00BF4C6100C54E5A00CC505400D2524E00D8554700DE574100E4593B00EB5B35

    00F15E2E00F760280002D6EB0006CFEB0009C9EB000DC2EB0011BCEC0014B5EC

    0018AEEC001CA8EC001FA1EC00239AEC002794ED002A8DED002E86ED003280ED

    003579ED003973ED003C6CEE004065EE00445FEE004758EE004B52EE004F4BEE

    005244EE00563EEF005A37EF005D30EF00612AEF006523EF00681CEF006C16F0

    00700FF0007309F0007702F0007402F0007102F0006E02F0006B03F0006803F0

    006503F0006203F0005F03F0005C03F1005904F1005604F1005304F1005004F1

    004D04F1004A04F1004804F1004505F1004205F1003F05F1003C05F1003905F1

    003605F1003306F1003006F2002D06F2002A06F2002706F2002406F2002107F2

    001E07F2001B07F2001807F2001D0EEB002216E400261DDD002B24D600302BCE

    003533C700393AC0003E41B9004349B2004850AB004D57A400515E9C00566695

    005B6D8E0060748700647C8000698379006E8A720073916B00789964007CA05C

    0081A7550086AE4E008BB6470090BD400094C4390099CC32009ED32A00A3DA23

    00A7E11C00ACE91500B1F00E00B3EF0F00B6EE1100B8EE1200BAED1400BDEC15

    00BFEB1600C1EA1800C4EA1900C6E91A00C8E81C00CBE71D00CDE61E00CFE520

    00D2E52100D4E42300D6E32400D9E22500DBE12700DEE12800E0E02A00E2DF2B"/>

</flame>

Note: In order to use the params in version 2.03c and earlier you
need to remove the spaces in the data section. Copy them into
notepad (or similar), delete the spaces then copy and paste the
parameter details into Apo in the normal way.

The next example is one of my ‘deviations’ at DeviantArt.com and is titled
Solarity. It is on the next page.



<flame name="2B2HSolarity" size="400 400" center="0.0259883114496029 -0.0318311410914605"

scale="104.31" zoom="-1.191" oversample="1" filter="0.1" quality="50" background="0 0 0"

brightness="36.8391304347826" gamma="2.68" >

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" julia="2" coefs="1 0 0 -1 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.25" julia="2" coefs="1 0 0 1 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.5" linear="-0.008" julia="0.792" coefs="0.38017 0.010323 0.391165

0.001986 -0.468796 -0.128315" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.75" linear="-0.008" julia="-0.066" coefs="-0.012309 -0.270788

0.05744 -0.246171 -0.002467 -0.003113" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="1" julia="1.047" coefs="0.64 0 0 -0.64 0 -2" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="1" julia="1.047" coefs="-0.64 0 0 0.64 0 2" />

   <colors count="256"

data="00FF000000FD0A0200FB0F0300FA140400F9190500F81E0600F7200600F72307

    00F42D0800F3320900F2370A00F13C0B00F0410C00EE460D00ED4B0E00EC4D0E

    00EC500E00EA5A1000E85F1100E7641200E6691300E56E1400E4701400E47315

    00E17D1600E0821700DF871800DE8C1900DD911A00DC931A00DB961B00DA9B1C

    00D9A01C00D89D1E00D89B1F00D89A2000D7982000D7972100D7962100D79622

    00D6922400D5912500D5902600D58E2600D58C2700D48B2700D48B2800D48A29

    00D4882A00D3852C00D2832C00D2822D00D2802E00D27F2F00D17E2F00D17E30

    00D17A3100D0793200D0783300CF763400CF743500CF733500CF733600CE7237

    00CE703700D1713400D2713200D4723000D5722F00D6722E00D7732D00D9732B

    00DC742800DD742600DF752400E0752200E2762100E2762000E3771F00E5771D

    00E6781C00EA791800EB791600ED7A1500ED7A1400EE7A1300F07B1100F17B0F

    00F47C0C00F57C0A00F77D0900F87D0800F97E0700FA7E0500FC7F0300FD7F02

    00FF800000FA7E0000F77C0000F57B0000F47A0000F37A0000F0780000EE7700

    00E9750000E6730000E4720000E2710000E1710000DF700000DC6E0000DA6D00

    00D86C0000D36A0000D1690000D0680000CE670000CB660000C9640000C66300

    00C1610000BE5F0000BC5E0000BB5D0000BA5D0000B75C0000B55A0000B25900

    00B0580000B55F0800B6600A00B7620C00BA651000BC681500BF6C1900C16F1D

    00C6762500C8792900CB7C2D00CC7D2F00CE7F3200D0833600D3863A00D5893E



    00D88C4200DC934A00DD944C00DF964E00E19A5200E49D5700E6A05B00E9A35F

    00EEAA6700EFAB6900F0AD6B00F3B16F00F5B47400F8B77800FABA7C00FDBE80

    00FFC18400FFBA8000FFB87F00FFB67F00FFB27D00FFAE7B00FFAB7900FFA777

    00FFA07400FF9E7300FF9C7200FF987000FF946E00FF916C00FF8D6B00FF8969

    00FF866700FF826500FF7E6300FF7A6200FF776000FF735E00FF6F5C00FF6B5A

    00FF645700FF625600FF605500FF5D5300FF595100FF554F00FF514E00FF4E4C

    00FF4A4A00FE4D4B00FC4F4C00FB524C00FA544D00F8574E00F75A4F00F55C4F

    00F45F5000F3615100F1645100F0675200EE695300ED6C5400EC6E5400EA7155

    00E9745600E8765600E6795700E57B5800E47E5900E2805900E1835A00DF865B

    00DE885B00DD8B5C00DB8D5D00DA905E00D8935E00D7955F00D6986000D49A60

    00D39D6100D39E6300D49F6400D4A06600D5A16800D5A26900D6A36B00D6A46C

    00D6A56E00D7A67000D7A77100D8A87300D8A97400D9AA7600D9AB7800DAAC79

    00DAAD7B00DAAE7D00DBAF7E00DBB08000DCB18200DCB28300DDB38500DDB486

    00DDB58800DEB68A00DEB78B00DFB88D00DFB98E00E0BA9000E0BB9200E1BD95"/>

</flame>

I think these should give you enough examples on how you can use the Julia
variation. Now for something with a bit more control -  Julian

Step by Step – Julian

1. Repeat steps 1-5 above, replacing Julia with Julian. At step 4 move the
newly added triangle 1 unit instead of 0.5. This is what I get (remember
you may have something different depending on your gradient):



Now the fun bit ☺  Switch to the variables tab. We are only interested in the
julian_power and julian_dist values. Change the value in julian_power to
any integer (whole number) – say 8 and watch the change in the preview.
Here is what I get with a value of 20 (!):

Starting to look interesting eh? The middle is a bit bare so lets try and put
some interest there. Entering  4 in Julian_Dist does this to the previous image
(see image, next page). Again you can experiment with values here (they
have no need to be integer btw). Some really cool stuff can be done with
these settings, but we haven’t finished with our flame just yet



The middle is still not complete so lets add interest. Add another transform.
This time after removing the linear (set it to 0), set julian at 0.5 without
moving it. This is my result:



Now this is getting interesting. Time to tweak some more.... Set both the
Julian_Power and Julian_Dist variables to 1. This fills the middle nicely:

This gives you an insight into the power on Julian. Here is the param file for
the previous image:

<flame name="2B2HJulian" size="400 400" center="-0.00173617559048694 -

0.000126149121412233" scale="142.375" oversample="1" filter="0.1" quality="50" background="0 0

0" brightness="36.8391304347826" gamma="2.68" >

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" julian="1" coefs="-1 0 0 1 0 0" julian_power="2" julian_dist="1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="1" julian="1" coefs="1 0 0 1 0 0" julian_power="2" julian_dist="1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" julian="0.75" coefs="1 0 0 1 0 -1" julian_power="20"

julian_dist="4" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" julian="0.25" coefs="1 0 0 1 0 0" julian_power="1" julian_dist="1"

/>

   <colors count="256"

data="00FF000000FD0A0200FB0F0300FA140400F9190500F81E0600F7200600F72307

    00F42D0800F3320900F2370A00F13C0B00F0410C00EE460D00ED4B0E00EC4D0E

    00EC500E00EA5A1000E85F1100E7641200E6691300E56E1400E4701400E47315

    00E17D1600E0821700DF871800DE8C1900DD911A00DC931A00DB961B00DA9B1C

    00D9A01C00D89D1E00D89B1F00D89A2000D7982000D7972100D7962100D79622

    00D6922400D5912500D5902600D58E2600D58C2700D48B2700D48B2800D48A29

    00D4882A00D3852C00D2832C00D2822D00D2802E00D27F2F00D17E2F00D17E30

    00D17A3100D0793200D0783300CF763400CF743500CF733500CF733600CE7237

    00CE703700D1713400D2713200D4723000D5722F00D6722E00D7732D00D9732B

    00DC742800DD742600DF752400E0752200E2762100E2762000E3771F00E5771D

    00E6781C00EA791800EB791600ED7A1500ED7A1400EE7A1300F07B1100F17B0F

    00F47C0C00F57C0A00F77D0900F87D0800F97E0700FA7E0500FC7F0300FD7F02

    00FF800000FA7E0000F77C0000F57B0000F47A0000F37A0000F0780000EE7700



    00E9750000E6730000E4720000E2710000E1710000DF700000DC6E0000DA6D00

    00D86C0000D36A0000D1690000D0680000CE670000CB660000C9640000C66300

    00C1610000BE5F0000BC5E0000BB5D0000BA5D0000B75C0000B55A0000B25900

    00B0580000B55F0800B6600A00B7620C00BA651000BC681500BF6C1900C16F1D

    00C6762500C8792900CB7C2D00CC7D2F00CE7F3200D0833600D3863A00D5893E

    00D88C4200DC934A00DD944C00DF964E00E19A5200E49D5700E6A05B00E9A35F

    00EEAA6700EFAB6900F0AD6B00F3B16F00F5B47400F8B77800FABA7C00FDBE80

    00FFC18400FFBA8000FFB87F00FFB67F00FFB27D00FFAE7B00FFAB7900FFA777

    00FFA07400FF9E7300FF9C7200FF987000FF946E00FF916C00FF8D6B00FF8969

    00FF866700FF826500FF7E6300FF7A6200FF776000FF735E00FF6F5C00FF6B5A

    00FF645700FF625600FF605500FF5D5300FF595100FF554F00FF514E00FF4E4C

    00FF4A4A00FE4D4B00FC4F4C00FB524C00FA544D00F8574E00F75A4F00F55C4F

    00F45F5000F3615100F1645100F0675200EE695300ED6C5400EC6E5400EA7155

    00E9745600E8765600E6795700E57B5800E47E5900E2805900E1835A00DF865B

    00DE885B00DD8B5C00DB8D5D00DA905E00D8935E00D7955F00D6986000D49A60

    00D39D6100D39E6300D49F6400D4A06600D5A16800D5A26900D6A36B00D6A46C

    00D6A56E00D7A67000D7A77100D8A87300D8A97400D9AA7600D9AB7800DAAC79

    00DAAD7B00DAAE7D00DBAF7E00DBB08000DCB18200DCB28300DDB38500DDB486

    00DDB58800DEB68A00DEB78B00DFB88D00DFB98E00E0BA9000E0BB9200E1BD95"/>

</flame>

Tips

As I have already stated, I have used the julia /julian variation  a lot. Here
are a few ideas for you to try:

a) Try adding triangles with different  julian values. Larger values expand
the flame diameter

b) Try mixing julian_powers in the same flame – they don’t have to be the
same value. Don’t be afraid to try small values or larger ones like 64 or
higher. Remember you can use whole numbers only in this field. Try

negative values too ☺
c) Try mixing values for julian_dist too These can also be negative values

☺

d) Move the triangles further away from the centre. If the edge pattern gets
too small just scale the triangle larger

e) Try deforming the triangles.

We will be using the Julian again later but that should be enough to whet

your appetite ☺



Tiling

I have kind of dreaded writing this section in particular because I don’t yet
feel its an area of Apo that I have sufficiently got to grips with. In addition to
Zueuk, Psion005, Grinagog I would add MichaelFaber to the list of experts in
this area. I think I have got close with some aspects but it’s not quite there.
Perhaps you will unlock the key? One of the most (if not the most)  important
aspects of repeating patterns is the placement of what I term the
patternmaker transforms. These are the triangles that are placed to repeat
the pattern. Going back to the Metallica script as an example. Of the 10
transforms created by that script, the last 8 are purely to repeat the pattern
in a very precise way. After discovering this I figured this was the way to go
to tile. At this time I am still very much experimenting and until I get it right I
don’t feel confident releasing any teachings on the subject. When i do
eventually master it that should change. I apologise for any disappointment
to those looking for a solution to mastering this technique. The only reason I
have included this section is because tiling is a popular flame type and I
reason that something should be included – even if it is somewhat negative at
this time. However, all is not lost. What I will do is show a few images and
give you the parameter files so you can get an idea as to how they were
done. Who knows, maybe you can find the ‘missing link’ and tell me how to
do them properly! Firstly my favourite in this series: Dragonscales



<flame name="2B2HDragonScales" size="398 333" center="-0.00177184531241925

0.102881494418569" scale="140.98155" oversample="1" filter="0.1" quality="50" background="0 0

0" brightness="30" gamma="3" >

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.937" linear="-0.014" coefs="1 0 0 1 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.0058770002797246" linear="1" coefs="1 0 0 1 -0.75 -0.75" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.490701110335067" linear="1" coefs="1 0 0 1 0.75 -0.75" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.085411346051842" linear="1" coefs="1 0 0 1 0.75 0.75" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.603561342461035" linear="1" coefs="1 0 0 1 -0.75 0.75" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.625557366758585" symmetry="1"julia="-0.349" coefs="0.512 0 0

0.512 0 -0.75" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.683" symmetry="1"linear="0.721" polar="-0.848" coefs="-0.083886

0.145295 -0.145295 -0.083886 0 0.75" />

   <colors count="256"

data="000C1A180015302D001F464300285D5A003173710039898900419DA00049B0B6

    0050C2CC0056B1CF005CA1D1006392D3006985D500707AD8007E77DA00947EDC

    00A985DE008F83E200818FE5007EAAE9007CC9EC0079EBF00076F3D70073F7B5

    0070FA8F0071F9940072F8990073F79D0074F6A20074F5A60075F4AA0076F3AE

    0077F2B20075DFC10071CCC8006CA9B8006689A5005E6E910056597E00514C6A

    004A4157003D3F5700394A570035585600305842002D582C0041582800595824

    00593D200051431A004A49150037421000253A0C0015330900082B0600032309

    00021C0D0005342C00093C4C000F2D65001C167D00561E95009E27AE00C6329B

    00DE3E6E00E341D5009145E7004860EB004CC8EF0050F3B60054F75500BBFB58

    00FFDB5C00B5EC550055D84E0046C488003FA4B00038579C00493189006A2A75

    00612346006E2E7400573A880048559B005793AF0068C2AE007AD69100A7E98D

    00EBFCA200E1E49500CCC58700B4A478009C876900836C5A006B544A00533E3A

    003B2A2A00494334004E573F004A664C0055746D0060728200716B910099769F

    00AD829500B67CB100A474C0007B6BC9006181D20055BADC0048E5C40039EE75

    0045F72A0051DD2B0058C32C005AA92B00578F28004F742400435A1E00344017

    0021260F0029311300303C160037481A003D531E00425E210046692400497527

    004C802A006689340080913E00999A4A00A2935600AB8E6400B38C7200BC8D81

    00C4919100BBAA800096B26F0060A86900519F9200446A96004C388D007F2D83

    007A234100761E75003C197300142B6F0010616C000C683900166508004D6105

    005E3802005057080029510E00134A19001743320019383D001B2536001E1B2F

    00241B290036253C004A2E50005F356400763B78008C3F8700A0429200B3439A

    00C7429E00C33CA300BE37A900B931AE00B42CB400A527AF009622AB00871EA6

    00781AA1007E22AA00852CB4008C36BD009441C6009B4DD000A359D900AC67E2

    00B575EB008063D9005359C600446BB400377CA1002B8A8F00207C650017693C

    0010571B00135B240017602E001B64380020684200256D4D002A7157002F7662

    00357A6C002C66740024436D001C1F67002F156000460F5A00540A4A004D0528

    004701080058052000690C3E007A1461008B1E890085299C007C37AD007146BE

    006857CF004C56BE004164AD00386F9B002F768A00267978001F675600185639

    00124521001A551D002F6523004B762E006B863B008D964900A79E5800B79C69

    00C79B7B00B5986300A2994D0085903A005F7D2A003C6A1C001E58110008450C

    000333110008422F000F4E5200184162002330710042308100713F9100A050A1

    00B0639300B85AB700994FC0006A43C8003642D0002875D80019B8E00009E8C4"/>

</flame>

Next, a previously unplublished flame:



<flame name="2B2H-Tiling2" size="398 333" center="-0.00274961403875462 -

0.000868652739079323" scale="87.7789" oversample="1" filter="0.1" quality="50" background="0 0

0" brightness="30" gamma="3" >

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.672973338747397" linear="1" coefs="0 1 1 0 0 -1.010017" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.857" linear="1" coefs="1 0 0 1 -1 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.234370272373781" linear="1" coefs="-1 0 0 -1 1 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.00220772158354521" linear="1" coefs="0 -1 -1 0 0 1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.471299953060225" linear="1" coefs="1 0 0 1 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.340553615707904" linear="1" coefs="-1 0 0 -1 1 -1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.427122345892712" linear="1" coefs="1 0 0 1 -1 1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.41815753467381" linear="1" coefs="-1 0 0 -1 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.687" handkerchief="0.31" coefs="0.091904 -0.110284 -0.091904 -

0.09453 -0.06849 -0.981838" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.634" linear="0.1878" handkerchief="-0.16" coefs="0.167772 0 0

0.167772 1.064728 -1.966305" />

   <colors count="256"

data="00C5CD4600E2E93800ECED3100D2D53000B8BE3000A0A63300819633005C8F32

    00638731008D772C00A9622100C44D1D00E0381B00FC251900DB222900BA2939

    009935490078435F00355B72000F657700006D7C0000737D0000679600005CAE

    000051C7000047DF00003EF800181998003439920052598C0089946100A8B153

    00C5CD4600E2E93800ECED3100D2D53000B8BE3000A0A63300819633005C8F32

    00638731008D772C00A9622100C44D1D00E0381B00FC251900DB222900BA2939

    009935490078435F00355B72000F657700006D7C0000737D0000679600005CAE

    000051C7000047DF00003EF800181998003439920052598C0089946100A8B153

    00C5CD4600E2E93800ECED3100D2D53000B8BE3000A0A63300819633005C8F32

    00638731008D772C00A9622100C44D1D00E0381B00FC251900DB222900BA2939

    009935490078435F00355B72000F657700006D7C0000737D0000679600005CAE



    000051C7000047DF00003EF800181998003439920052598C0089946100A8B153

    00C5CD4600E2E93800ECED3100D2D53000B8BE3000A0A63300819633005C8F32

    00638731008D772C00A9622100C44D1D00E0381B00FC251900DB222900BA2939

    009935490078435F00355B72000F657700006D7C0000737D0000679600005CAE

    000051C7000047DF00003EF800181998003439920052598C0089946100A8B153

    00C5CD4600E2E93800ECED3100D2D53000B8BE3000A0A63300819633005C8F32

    00638731008D772C00A9622100C44D1D00E0381B00FC251900DB222900BA2939

    009935490078435F00355B72000F657700006D7C0000737D0000679600005CAE

    000051C7000047DF00003EF800181998003439920052598C0089946100A8B153

    00C5CD4600E2E93800ECED3100D2D53000B8BE3000A0A63300819633005C8F32

    00638731008D772C00A9622100C44D1D00E0381B00FC251900DB222900BA2939

    009935490078435F00355B72000F657700006D7C0000737D0000679600005CAE

    000051C7000047DF00003EF800181998003439920052598C0089946100A8B153

    00C5CD4600E2E93800ECED3100D2D53000B8BE3000A0A63300819633005C8F32

    00638731008D772C00A9622100C44D1D00E0381B00FC251900DB222900BA2939

    009935490078435F00355B72000F657700006D7C0000737D0000679600005CAE

    000051C7000047DF00003EF800181998003439920052598C0089946100A8B153

    00C5CD4600E2E93800ECED3100D2D53000B8BE3000A0A63300819633005C8F32

    00638731008D772C00A9622100C44D1D00E0381B00FC251900DB222900BA2939

    009935490078435F00355B72000F657700006D7C0000737D0000679600005CAE

    000051C7000047DF00003EF800181998003439920052598C0089946100A8B153"/>

</flame>

The next one (another deviation) shows a slightly different method of
transform placement:



<flame name="2B2H-Tiling3" size="398 333" center="-0.328524321340426 -1.35398647650595"

scale="81.7257882352941" angle="2.45009320394964" rotate="-140.38" zoom="-0.416"

oversample="1" filter="0.1" quality="50" background="0 0 0" brightness="5" gamma="3"

vibrancy="0" >

   <xform weight="0.3" color="0" linear="1" coefs="0.5 0.866025 -0.866025 0.5 0 -3" />

   <xform weight="0.3" color="0.166666666666667" linear="1" coefs="1 0 0 1 0 -3" />

   <xform weight="0.3" color="0.333333333333333" linear="1" coefs="-0.5 0.866025 -0.866025 -0.5

0 -3" />

   <xform weight="0.3" color="0.5" linear="1" coefs="-1 0 0 -1 0 -3" />

   <xform weight="0.3" color="0.666666666666667" linear="1" coefs="-0.5 -0.866025 0.866025 -0.5

0 -3" />

   <xform weight="0.3" color="0.833333333333333" linear="1" coefs="0.5 -0.866025 0.866025 0.5 0 -

3" />

   <xform weight="0.6" color="1" julia="-0.265" coefs="0.733389 0 0 0.733389 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.6" color="0.833333333333333" linear="0.078" spherical="3.506" coefs="0.5 -

0.866025 0.866025 0.5 0 -3" />

   <colors count="256"

data="00E8AE6400E5A06500E3926700DF7E8F00DB6BB700A04A7B00842D6600691052

    00641A48005F253E006C2736007A292F00A0263300911E490026083E001B115B

    00101A790023356F0036516600335A710030647C001395A2003F958B006C9575

    006E9F700071A96C0070B065006FB85F0075C75B007FC95600ECBD3100D48C20

    00BD5B1000A1461B008632270054240D003A0E0D003C0E11005F1A1E0082262B

    008C1F1E00971811008D292100843A31007F4E23006A4F310030580F00323E23

    0034253800343D410035554A0063755F00698A6D0096C05A00B1C17400CCC28F

    00C0BA8300B4B27700A1B8720085B6750067A576004DBD75003EAB4E003A9143

    00367838002F752F00287227002B7750003F8561004786370050953B005AA540

    005BB042005CBB450057C04A0053A55D007D9245007360360061431D005E3E28

    005B3A3300424E2800304C1C002254190022692D005F4F520071557400835B97

    007F689F007C75A80078B49A0078B677007DB18000719F9D0061585B0068436C

    006F2F7D00513E90002F2C71002A486E00284B810053475F0064594C00756B3A

    006D6F2E0065742300926A0B00C4781600C37723008A522100661F5900611959

    005C135A00390A5800181178000815A2000E189C0011616A00106E6300107C5C

    001F744D002E5F3200524825006A3527009B310100DD400B00EAB21500E9B728

    00E9BC3B00C4BF6E00A2C25D0095B56C007BB79E004A7FB1004B649A004D4984

    00601F5500451F34002029260000250A0000290500004E02000443180019460F

    00175F1D002468110025630D002B4E180046341000BA1D0E00C31D1900CC1D24

    00E0691700E6992F00EBB94600E4A65D00A58F77006F6379003D5A8200363C92

    001B19BC000B10CE000425E4000017C70014109800571D8D006B1F830066048D

    007F049200A4285E00A8282700BB131000C7332500974539007F8A4E00728160

    00478A6B0023765A000354570000495900023A5F00184A5500216B4A00118635

    0016902D001A7F2F00195124002537290025303600282A360010263300171C2F

    00100A2E0008151D00041C0C001A121D0018050B002E031400340B0700352B08

    00431A1E00841F2500960F0900B40C0100D00B0300D0051B0093142500491A2A

    0026172E002B0B4C00570A5A00692280009D3197008435E6007F5AC300836ABB

    0071898900ABAE6900B4933600EAA00D00E88A1800153FB500034CD900035DD0

    00036FC7001C80970036916800359A600034A458003E6F690034555C002A3C50

    001932460009283C000A3949000B4B57001649510022484B001C4E3100176121

    001274110013771300147A16001F7B16002B7C16008E7D1500BB9C1700E9BC19

    00D29F2400BB833000B47D2F00AE782E00C75F5E0093565500AC8D9C00CA9D80"/>

</flame>



And a final one...

<flame name="2B2H-Tiling4" size="398 333" center="-0.242810294213264 0.10842170114447"

scale="55.67" oversample="1" filter="0.1" quality="50" background="0 0 0" brightness="30"

gamma="3" >

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.571" linear="1" coefs="1 0 0 1 -1 -1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.801" linear="1" coefs="1 0 0 1 1 -1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.447" linear="1" coefs="1 0 0 1 1 1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.366" linear="1" coefs="1 0 0 1 -1 1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.276" linear="-0.086" coefs="1 0 0 1 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.216" diamond="0.926" coefs="0.290472 0.167704 -0.167704

0.290472 0 -2" />

   <colors count="256"

data="00AB419300A7449E00A347A7009E4BB1009A50BB009455C5008F5BD0008F5ED8

    00935CDD009B58E0009A60DF009968DE009970DD009978DD009B80DD009C88DD

    009F90DD00A198DE00A5A0DF00A9A9E000AEB0E200B4B8E400BABEE600C0C5E8

    00C7CBEA00CED0EC00D4D5EE00D9DAEF00DEDEF100E3E3F200E7E7F300EBEAF4

    00EFEEF600F2F1F700F5F3F700F7F5F800F9F6F900FAF7F900FBF8FA00FCF9FA

    00FCF9FA00FCF9FA00FCFAFA00FCFAFA00FCFBFA00FCFBFA00FCFCFA00FCFCFA

    00FCFCFA00FCFDFB00FCFDFB00FCFDFB00FCFCFB00FCFCFB00FCFCFB00FCFBFB

    00FCFBFB00FCFAFB00FCFAFB00FCF9FB00FCF9FB00FCF8FB00FCF7EF00F7F6E2

    00F2F6D500EEF5C800EAF3BB00E6F2AE00E2F1A100DFF09400DCEF8600D9EE86

    00DCED7800D9EC6A00D7EB5D00D5E94F00D3E84100D1E63300CFE42600CDE218



    00CBDF0A00CADC0900CCD80800CFD50700D2D00600D4CC0500D6C80500D8C304

    00DABE0300DBB80300DCB30300DDAD0200DDA60200DE9F0200DE980200DE9102

    00DE8A0200DE830200DE7C0300DE740300DE6D0300DE660300DE5F0300DE5803

    00DE510300DE4B0400DE450500DE3F0600DE3A0800DE360A00DF310C00DF2E0E

    00E02A1100E0271400E0241700E1211A00E21F1E00E21D2200E31C2600E31B2B

    00E41B3000E51B3500E61B3B00E71B4000E71C4600E81C4B00E91D5100EA1D56

    00EB1D5C00EC1E6100EC1E6700ED1E6C00EE1F7100ED207600ED227A00EB247E

    00EA268200E8298500E52C8800E2308A00DE348D00DA388F00D63C9000D14192

    00CC469300C64C9300C0529400BA589300B25F9300AB669200A26E91009A758F

    00927D8E008A848D00818C8C0079948A00719B890069A3880061AA860058B285

    0051B984004AC0830043C682003DCC810037D17F0032D57E002DD97E0029DD7D

    0026E07C0022E37B001FE67A001DE87A001BE9790019EA780018EB780018EB77

    0018EB770018EA770019E876001AE776001BE576001CE475001EE375001FE175

    0020E0740021DE740022DD740023DB730024DA730026D8730028D772002BD571

    002ED3700031D1700034CF6F0038CD6E003CCB6C0041C96B0045C66A004AC469

    004FC2670055BF66005BBD640061BA620068B761006FB55F0076B25D007EAF5B

    0085AC59008DA9570094A655009BA35300A3A05100AA9D4F00B29A4D00B9984B

    00C0954900C6924800CC8F4600D28C4400D7884200DB854100DF823F00E37F3E

    00E67B3C00E9783B00EC753900EE713800F06E3700F16A3500F2673400F26333

    00F25F3200F15B3100F0583000EF542F00ED502E00EC4C2D00EB482C00EA452C

    00E9412B00E83D2A00E6392900E5362800E0362A00D73B2E00CB443400C84140

    00C63E4B00C33C5600C03B6100BD3A6C00BA3A7700BA377F00BA348600BA328E"/>

</flame>

Update (May 2006)
Now I have had a chance to experiment some more I am in a better position
to help with this type of flame. I had done a lot of trial and error stuff but I
felt I wasn’t quite there and it was getting fustrating. That’s when I moved on
to try other flame types to enjoy Apo knowing I can come  back to tiling at a
later time. It was during one of these ‘breaks’ that I completed the first

version of this tutorial. The response has been fanstastic ☺ Why am I telling
you this now? Well it was as a direct result of publishing this I had two Apo
artists contact me and provide me with some important clues to see where I
was going astray with tiling. The first was Michael Faber and the second
was L33tM0b1l3 (aka Tweekz or 4nub1s). Both sent me tile flame parameters.

When I saw Michael’s the reality hit me like a train! Before we start tiling let me
share some of my earlier findings about Apo flames. Please bear with me. If you
stick with this it may help you understand what’s going on when you manipulate

those triangles. It won’t take long, I promise. ☺

Patterns 101 – Setting our Stall out

As usual, step by step....

1. New Blank Flame
2. In Tansform 1, set blur to 0.1. All others = 0
3. Look at the Editor preview window....



As you can see – there is one blob in the centre of the screen. What I want
you to do is watch this preview screen carefully.

4. Move Transform 2  one unit up:

Each one of those dots represents where the variation will start from. You can
see the dots are getting fainter as you move further from the centre.



Now for some interesting stuff...

5. Rotate Transform2 30 deg clockwise:

6. Now rotate it another 30 deg (see image next page). Can you now see

why I did this exercise? But wait we haven’t finished yet ☺
7. Rotate Transform2 another 30deg (making 90 in total) – see the second

image on the next page.

Btw you may have to adjust your Master Scale to see this clearer.



 Image after rotating Transform2 60degrees clockwise

Image after rotating transform2 90 degrees

So, armed with this knowledge we can set our flame up for square, hex,

octagonal tiling (I’ll let you find that one for yourselves ☺) or more although I



have yet to try anything greater than hex myself. So how can we use this?
Well, We see from each screenshot that the variation will be duplicated in
specific ways, depending how much the ‘tiling’ transforms are rotated. What
we need to do now is duplicate whichever tile-style we want and place the
copy transforms so we maintain the clean pattern, but it repeats it all
directions. Lets take the simplest, the square:

8.Add a transform. Now because we want repeating patterns, rotate this
triangle 90 deg as we did earlier

9.Move it 1 unit left:

10. Repeat, copying this one and moving it until it is 1 unit below the origin

11. Finally copy another one and place it 1 unit right of centre:

You may also prefer to continue after step 9 and skip 10 and 11. That may
work too.



Now we have set up the transforms for a basic square tile pattern. To see
how effective this knowledge is, change the blur in transform 1 to spherical.
Enter a value of 0.25 to see the immediate effect. You would normally start at
1 and reduce it until the image sharpens up,as I did but for this exercise we

need fast results ☺



Now the tricky bit – filling in the holes. A lot of this will be trial and error.
Finding the right variation of combination of variations the work. Some
variation(s) that you may not normally use just might come in handy now.

12. Add Transform. Set polar=1 and linear=0

Now if you try the usual methods to try sharpening things up (play with
variations or scale the transform) you will see none of these have  no great
beneficial effect. We haven’t tried moving the triangle so we will do that now.

13. Start moving the triangle up in steps of 1 unit. Immediately you will notice
the images starts to sharpen – so lets keep going! Move it a total of 5 units.
After this there doesn’t appear to be a lot of change in the sharpness and it is
still far from perfect:

So what do we do now? Well we go back and try our other methods of
playing with the variation and/or scaling the transform.

14. If you try both these I think you will find reducing the amount of polar
variation to have the better effect. To get a reasonable start I settled on a
value of 0.25:



Now this still needs tidying up a bit because of the ‘loopy’ bits ☺ We know
that the polar variation hasn’t caused them so that must be down to the only
other transform in the flame that is not involved in the tiling, transform 1. So
lets play with the variations already set there to see if we can tidy this up.
You might also find it useful at this point to increase the Master Scale to zoom
in a bit more. I increased it to 40.

15. Decrease the spherical variation in transform 1 until the loops are inside
the horizontal/vertical bands. On mine a value of 0.116 about does it.

You can also see that when you zoom in, the edges of the bands aren’t quite
sharp enough so we can go back to the triange with polar and tweak it
further, the way we did before, until it looks better.

16. Select transform 6 (polar one). Adjusting the variation just messes up the
work we did with the last step, so scale the transform down until you get a
nice reasonably sharp edge (screenshot at top of the next page):

Now I know this hasn’t exactly filled the gaps but it has reduced them and
with the added effect of creating a weave (I’m sure this alone will start you

thinking of possibilities ☺). So we still need to try and fill the gaps a bit more
so lets add another transform.



17. Add transform. Set spherical = 1 and linear= 0

Whilst you can see the gaps are filled, the pattern isn’t defined well enough to

be used. Now comes another tricky bit ☺

18. Move the triangle left in four 1 unit steps.
19. Now move it down in 1 unit steps but watch the preview as you do so.
You will see part of the flame migrate towards one of the blank areas. Keep
moving it until it appears central in these areas. This should be at 4 moves.
This shouldn’t be surprising as we moved away from the centre 4 units.
21. OK, now we need to reduce this new pattern so it fits neatly into the
square. Scaling down the triangle works nicely. Screenshot next page

Now you have a choice. You can either leave it at that or fill the remaining
‘holes’.  I’ll show you how to do the latter so you know. What may surprise
you is how simple it is.

22. With transform 7 selected (the last one we added and worked with). Press
the Insert key. This duplicates the selected transform.

23. Press the space bar to set the pivot to world pivot (rotates about 0,0)



   Screenshot after step 21

24. Rotate 90 degrees (any direction).

That’s it!  How simple was that? ☺

Now all that’s left is to adjust the zoom. I set the Master scale to 30 to give a
good representation of the pattern:



There is a downside to this I have still to fathom out and that is colouring.
Some tiled flames are easier to colour than others. This one retains the
metallic look no matter how I try so I have decided not to tweak the gradient
any more. Here is the parameter file:

<flame name="2B2H-SquareTileTutorial" size="332 298" center="0.479189827297199 -

0.49300675417652" scale="74.3283582089552" oversample="2" filter="0.5" quality="50"

background="0 0 0" brightness="16.7521739130435" gamma="3.3" >

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.31" spherical="0.116" coefs="0 1 -1 0 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.928" linear="1" coefs="0 1 -1 0 0 -1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" linear="1" coefs="0 1 -1 0 -1 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.098" linear="1" coefs="0 1 -1 0 0 1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.285" linear="1" coefs="0 1 -1 0 1 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" polar="0.25" coefs="0.512 0 0 0.512 0 -5" />

   <xform weight="0.1" color="0" spherical="1" coefs="0.512 0 0 0.512 -4 4" />

   <xform weight="0.1" color="0" spherical="1" coefs="0 0.512 -0.512 0 -4 -4" />

   <colors count="256"

data="0004CC8C0007CC91000ACD96000DCD9B0010CEA10013CEA60016CEAB0019CFB0

    001CCFB5001FD0BA0022D0C00025D1C50028D1CA0033C1C4003EB1BE0049A1B8

    005490B2005F80AC006A70A50074609F007F5099008A409300952F8D00A01F87

    00AB0F8100AB167600AB1C6C00AB226100AB295700AB304C00AB364200AB3C37

    00AB432C00AB4A2200AB501700AB560D00AB5D0200AD680200AF720300B17D03

    00B3880400B5930400B69E0400B8A80500BAB30500BCBE0600BEC80600C0D307

    00C2DE0700C0DB0800BED80900BCD50A00BAD20B00B8CF0C00B7CC0E00B5C90F

    00B3C61000B1C31100AFC01200ADBD1300ABBA1400A7AC2600A49E3800A0914A

    009C835C0098756E0094688000915A91008D4CA300893EB5008630C7008223D9

    007E15EB008316DD008816CF008D17C1009117B3009618A5009B189700A01989

    00A51A7B00AA1A6D00AE1B5F00B31B5100B81C4300B9214000BA273E00BB2C3C

    00BB323900BC373600BD3C3400BE423200BF472F00C04D2C00C0522A00C15828

    00C25D2500BC672500B6712600AF7B2600A9852700A38F27009C98270096A228

    0090AC28008AB6290084C029007DCA2A0077D42A0074D1290072CE270070CB26

    006DC825006AC5230068C2220066BF210063BC1F0060B91E005EB61D005CB31B

    0059B01A0062A228006B943600758645007E795300876B6100905D7000994F7E

    00A2418C00AB339A00B526A800BE18B700C70AC500BF1BB700B72CA900AF3C9B

    00A74D8D009F5E7F00966F72008E806400869156007EA2480076B23A006EC32C

    0066D41E006AD71D006DDA1C0071DD1C0074E01B0078E31A007BE519007FE818

    0083EB170086EE17008AF116008DF4150091F714008CF2150087EC160082E717

    007CE2180077DD190072D81A006DD21A0068CD1B0062C81C005DC21D0058BD1E

    0053B81F004FBC2C004BBF380047C3440043C651003FCA5E003BCE6A0036D176

    0032D583002ED890002ADC9C0026DFA80022E3B50032D2AA0041C09F0051AF94

    00619D8900708C7E00807B7200906967009F585C00AF465100BF354600CE233B

    00DE123000DC242F00DA372E00D74A2D00D55C2C00D36E2B00D0812A00CE9429

    00CCA62800CAB82700C8CB2600C5DE2500C3F02400C5EF2300C7ED2100C9EC20

    00CBEB1F00CDE91D00CEE81C00D0E71B00D2E51900D4E41800D6E31700D8E115

    00DAE01400D5D81400CFD01400CAC81300C4BF1300BFB71300BAAF1300B4A713

    00AF9F1300A9971200A48E12009E861200997E12008D752300806D3300746444

    00675C54005B5365004E4B750042428600363997002931A7001D28B8001020C8

    000417D900071FD6000927D2000C2FCF000F38CC001140C9001448C6001750C2

    001958BF001C60BC001F69B8002171B5002479B20043847900638E4100829908"/>

</flame>

It’s on tiled images like this that the Final Xform excels. Try adding the Final
Transform with a juliascope setting of 1 and juliascope_power=2 then
increase the juliascope_dist to close up the hole in the middle.

Enjoy ☺



Remember when trying for other tiling patterns (hex etc), first
rotate the ‘tiling’ transforms (the ones with linear=1) so the pattern
matches the tiling you want. Then place them so the pattern repeats
cleanly. In the case of the square, they are placed in a square. This
won’t be the same setup for the hex or other types. You may also
find you don’t need as many ‘tiling’ transforms as you think
(remember we filled the blank areas with only two transforms).

Hopefully this will open up some new areas for you. I am still
learning this aspect and I have gleaned much on my way and with
some guidance. I now think it is within my grasp.



Use of blur

Zueuk, Grinagog and Psion005 have used this variation to create some
extraordinary flames. They look solid as though constructed from metal or
plastic.

The way I have found a use for blur is to use it in a triangle on its own with
no other variations. Lets create an example and fall back to our friend julian.

Step by step.

1. Create a New Blank Flame
2. Remove the linear variation from both and set julian to 1.5 on triangle 1

and 1 on triangle 2. Flip one horizontally if you prefer
3. Add another triangle, set linear to 0 and julian to 0.5 and move it up 0.5

units
4. Now go to the variables tab and make the following changes

a) triangle 3: Julian Power = 6, julian dist = 1
b) triangle 2: julian power = 4, julian dist = 1.5
c) triangle 1: julian Power = 6, julian dist = 1.5

Again depending on gradient, you should get something like this:

 Ok now we need something for our blur to work on.

5. Move triangle 2 down 1 unit:



6. Add another triangle, set linear to 0 and blur to 1 (screenshot on next
page). Now the image looks fuzzy so we need to reduce the amount of
blur to sharpen it.



7. Reduce the blur to 0.25. This is what I now get:

Now this is quite cool but I think some improvements can be made. To finish
make the following changes:

8. Triangle 1: julian power change to 3, julian dist to 0.75
9. triangle 2: julian variation change to 0.75, julian power to 9 and julian dist

to 2
10. triangle 3: julian power to 11, julian distance to 2

The final image is shown on the next page



Here is the parameter file:

<flame name="2B2H Julian + blur" size="319 350" center="-0.00284983071869949 -

0.0206714257266298" scale="69.3554661016949" oversample="1" filter="0.1" quality="10"

background="0 0 0" brightness="5" gamma="3" >

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" julian="1.514" coefs="-1 0 0 1 0 0" julian_power="3"

julian_dist="0.75" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="1" julian="0.75" coefs="-1.848363 0 0 1.848363 0 1" julian_power="9"

julian_dist="2" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" julian="0.5" coefs="1 0 0 1 0 -0.5" julian_power="11"

julian_dist="2" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" blur="0.25" coefs="1 0 0 1 0 0" />

   <colors count="256"

data="00AE2C2A00CE1A2900B2173000971537008F122A0088101E008B1820008F2123

    006B361D004B3919002C3D150028350E00242D08003C2F050054310300643208

    0074330D00746133005F7B56004B95790055979100609AA90064A2A70068ABA5

    00AF708F00BE537400CD375A00CD304500CE2A3000C2262C00B6232900A4312B

    00973829009D393E00A6393F00AF3A4100A84A3300A15B2600A2692600A37827

    0092984F00949D6E0097A38D0099A497009CA6A2009D9E9A009F97930096958B

    008A837C005E775E00436C4A00286136002D5F2C00335E220043672100537120

    00B68C2800D37D3900F16F4B00F2644500F4593F00F1673900EF763400DB7A17

    00C2A91100A9971F00B37F2800BE683100C16D3A00C4724300B6815100B2A17B

    0091AF7D0079AA620061A5480047A035002D9C2300258F20001E821D001B7813

    00196216002D56040040560B0054561300605110006D4D0E0093411900AF2C15

    00E0110A00EB170D00F61D1100F21F1100EE221100E1452500D4491700BE5016

    00AC5308007C5C19005F622A0043693B002F6D3A001C7239001C8130000C8F29

    000E9C19002B942F00498D4600698752008A825E00B3687800D5697F00E17089

    00E0979800C2AEAD00C398AF00C582B100B888AA00B963A100D0599200C23E7F

    00C02F5400B82E4F00B12E4A00AE344600AB3B4200943E4D0080355100744359

    0078436C009B388600AB348300BC318100CA258C00DE249A00E829A500F32BA7

    00F5428A00F7468C00FA4A8F00F24B9200EB4D9600EE51AD00E040B200D84DA8



    00D941A100C32A8200BC247C00B51F7600AE226F00AA347600B0476300B54770

    00DC386900E32C6300EB215E00F41A5400EB093B00DD222A00D1293000BC572A

    00B05C470072676900656B740058707F002F7F7A002D9B690018A253001CAE2F

    002BA6170033A81A003BAB1D0058A10F0061A82D007FA31C0089A34600A9A744

    00B5AB5500BEA95A00C9AB6600BFA46F00BF9C8200B98F7B00C88C8E00C97A83

    00EA758E00EB729100EC6F9500F7628200F85A8A00F74A7400F23F7A00EC3F73

    00EF317C00E2227E00DB177D00DF116B00D61A5700E12A4B00D6424800BD6655

    0095755B006886710053996700369E620044AD4F003FB63D0043A9430036A545

    001E8F4C001B996200169864002B9E7A0054A0860064978A0092888C00928E88

    00A78C8400A7917B00BC9F7600D3987800E1977500F88A7900F76B6100FC5852

    00F6463A00F1342900EB302D00E7263500E8185400EC206900E7268600ED3689

    00E23A8E00E9348C00D4289F00D912A800D00CA900D50FA200E2199600E82F87

    00E93E8200C14D75009A495A005A4742002E3D390016312C000A3B3A001B473C

    00325C43004B6B51006B645E00765A5D0075315F007A2F4E006C2343004E2C3A"/>

</flame>

What blur does is fill the ‘holes’ to give the appearance of spheres and
‘solidify’ the flame. A few examples using this technique can be seen below
and on the next page. ‘Wild Thing’, one of my more colourful flames was
created using this technique, but using the spherical variation instead of
Julian:





Dragon Eggs

Whilst scouting around the new Apophysis Wiki tutorial section
(http://apophysis.wikispaces.com/Tutorials) I came across a link to creating Dragon
Eggs by Darv Atkeson.  I hadn’t really come across the term before so I took
a look. I immediately realised some of the stuff I had been doing were of
similar design, althou constructed in a completely different way.
First let me show you some examples:





Now lets make some!

1. New Blank Flame
2. Set the linear and spherical variations in Transform 2 to 1 and 0.5

respectively
3. Set blur only in Transform 1 to 1. I usually rotate the blur transform out

of the way
4. Add Final Transform with a setting of Spherical = 1 (remove the linear

variation). Use the F12 key to get a better view. Here’s what we have
(your will be probably be coloured differently):

Already you can see the surround is filled in ☺ Now lets add some interest.

5. Select Transform 2 and move it away from the centre. I moved mine 1
whole unit up. This is what I now have:



6. Add another transform and set spherical to 0.25 (keep the linear as it is
for now)

7. Move this one 1 unit down. This is what we have ( image on next page).
You can already see how this is taking shape. However you will see that
the defining black border has disappeared. Don’t worry. To get it back
decrease the amount of blur used in transform 1. Until we are done with
creating the actual inside of  the egg I suggest making the black border
nice and wide. This way you will easily see id any tweaking causes the
flame to encroach this area, which will have a detrimental affect.

We have sufficient here to play around with to get a good flame. All you need
to do now is play with the transforms. You can obviously add more if you
want to. For the moment I have used what we have. The important thing is
that spherical variation must be present in all transforms.



8. I moved transform 2 and rotated it:



9. Now this ‘inner’ sphere may not be what you want. To get rid of it just
manipulate the variations – in this case reducing the spherical and linear
did the trick. Reducing the linear makes the ‘blobs’ more dense.:

10 To remove  the split at the bottom, play with transform 3. Here is a
screenshot of the transform position now:



Now it’s just a question of colouring to taste. One useful snippet is that the
colour of the surrounding area is dictated by the transform using blur, so this
makes it easy to frame the egg as you want. Once you are happy, adjust the
amount of blur to leave a narrow border around the egg and that’s it. Sit back

and wait for it to hatch ☺

Actually that isn’t quite it. There is one more little surprise for you ☺ I won’t
tell you what it is other than two actions:

1. Remove the effect of the Final Transform

2. Hit the F12 key. Enjoy ☺

Here is the param file:

<flame name="2B2H-Dragon Egg Tutorial Final" size="400 400" center="-0.02191481696896

0.00576844146172598" scale="166.65625" oversample="2" filter="0.5" quality="100" background="0

0 0" brightness="5" gamma="3" >

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.291" blur="0.968" coefs="0 -1 1 0 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0.317" linear="0.618" spherical="0.402" coefs="-0.266017 0.963968 -

0.963968 -0.266017 -1.711805 -0.971149" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" linear="1" spherical="0.25" coefs="0.608554 0.793512 -0.793512

0.608554 1.500234 0.990383" />

   <finalxform color="0" symmetry="1" spherical="1" coefs="1 0 0 1 0 0" />

   <colors count="256"

data="00417CB500477CB2004C7DB000527DAD00587EAA005D7EA800637EA500687FA2

    006E7FA000747F9D0079809A007F809700848095008A81920090818F0095828D

    009B828A00A1828700A6838500AC838200B2847F00B7847D00BD847A00C28577

    00C8857400CE857200D3866F00D9866C00DE866A00E4876700EA876400EF8862

    00F5885F00F2845E00EE815C00EB7D5A00E8795900E4765800E1725600DE6E54

    00DA6B5300D7675200D4635000D0604E00CD5C4D00CA584C00C6554A00C35148

    00C04E4700BC4A4600B9464400B5434200B23F4100AF3B4000AB383E00A8343C

    00A5303B00A12D3A009E2938009B25360097223500941E3400911A32008D1730

    008A132F008715310083173200801934007C1A3500791C3700761E380072203A

    006F223C006C243D0068263F0065284000622A42005E2B43005B2D4500572F46

    005431480051334A004D354B004A374D0046384E00433A5000403C51003C3E53

    003940540036425600324458002F4659002C485B0028495C00254B5E00214D5F

    001E4F6100204F5E0021505C00235059002551560026515300285151002A524E

    002C524B002D5349002F534600315343003254400034543E0036553B00375538

    00395636003B5633003C5630003E572D0040572B004158280043582500455822

    004659200048591D004A5A1A004C5A18004D5A15004F5B1200515B0F00525C0D

    00545C0A00535C0B00535B0B00525A0C00515A0C00515A0D0050590E004F580E

    004E580F004E580F004D5710004C5611004C5611004B5612004A5512004A5413

    0049541400485414004853150047521500465216004652160045511700445018

    004450180043501900424F1900414E1A00414E1B00404E1B003F4D1C003F4C1C

    003E4C1D0042501C0046551C0049591B004D5E1A0051621A0055661900586B19

    005C6F18006074170064781700687C16006B8116006F851500738A1400778E14

    007A9213007E971200829B120086A011008AA410008DA9100091AD0F0095B10F

    0099B60E009DBA0D00A0BF0D00A4C30C00A8C70C00ACCC0B00AFD00A00B3D50A

    00B7D90900B2D30900ADCD0900A7C70900A2C109009DBB090098B5090092AF09

    008DA9090088A30900839D09007E97090078910900738B09006E850900697F09

    00647A08005E740800596E0800546808004F620800495C0800445608003F5008

    003A4A0800354408002F3E08002A38080025320800202C08001A260800152008

    00101A08001320090016260A00192C0B001C320C001F380D00213E0E0024440F

    00274A10002A5011002D561200305C13003362140036681500396E16003C7417

    003E7A17004180180044861900478C1A004A921B004D981C00509E1D0053A41E

    0056AA1F0059B020005BB621005EBC220061C2230064C8240067CE25006AD426"/>

</flame>



The following is a further insight into how these are created. Helen (aka
Siminart at siminart.deviantart.com) asked for help with the creation of a
Dragon Egg. The problem was lack of colour and what Helen describes as
‘fuzziness’ .She sent me the following parameter file:

<flame name="Smarties" size="640 480" center="0 0" scale="24.68" oversample="1" filter="0.2"

quality="100" background="0 0 0" brightness="14.8304347826087" gamma="1.5" >

<xform weight="0.5" color="0" blur="0.25" coefs="-1 0 0 1 0 0" />

<xform weight="0.5" color="1" linear="0.8" spherical="0.25" coefs="0.866025 -0.5 0.5 0.866025 -1 -

1" />

<xform weight="0.5" color="0" linear="0.9" spherical="0.25" coefs="0.866025 0.5 -0.5 0.866025 1 1"

/>

<xform weight="0.5" color="0" linear="1" spherical="0.08" coefs="-1.25 0 0 1.25 0 0" />

<finalxform color="0" symmetry="1" spherical="1" coefs="1.25 0 0 1.25 0 0" />

<colors count="256"

data="000030A0000034000000300000002D0000000000000000000000000000000013

0000003800000028000000170000000A00000000000000030000000900000007

000000040000001E000F001D0024001C001C002900110035000C002F0006002A

000000470000004E000000550000004C0000004400000034000E0024004E0002

0056000000711D0000770100007E000000640000004A000000520000005C0000

009C000000AC000000BE000000B4000000AB370000B13B0000B83E0000AE8409

009CBB00003A780400076B0200005E06000058100002521B001B4410003C3509

00500000004C00190049003A0057111300654C000063500000605500002D4B00

004306000024001C003C00230054002D00510011004F00000057000000562E00

00528304006F830E00898317006C8D28004E973700387C4700286260000F608D

000044BD000069AA000D688900426A68006569320076651000B4540000C34A00

00980000007A0000005E0000005F00000062000000450000003A000000340000

000C0000000C000D000F00150015001E000E001B000600190017000C001C0004

0045000000600000007D0200007C0900007A0F00006F2838004309940000237F

00003D7D000048B000003DB9000035C3000094C300507EC300436BBB002F8A7C

00006A5100005729000045010000410000003C0000003D0100142D0700620300

005B000000270100002824110019412900005E3E00007E5900007C6600004876

00022900004C2F00008C340000963700009F3C00009F0E00009A000200940035

00AB004400650023005F0024005B0026004F004C0023003A00002B3B00000043

000C000D000C0000000D000000001B000000000F000000430000008A00002BBD

00005DC3000093C300007CAC000066850000644100007800004E6C0000874900

00A13100009D1A00009902000093000000860000007E000000730000004E0000

0024000200000016000000150000000900000000000000000000000000000013

000000360000224700004B58000051A000009FBD0000A3C300009DA40000718B

0000557F0000513B00001C2000000A270006000000060006001B000000450000

003E000000420000003F00000020000000080000000A00000000000000000000

00001E00003D00000045000000504100002F6D00004E9F00008CB800008DB100

008B640000872B000071000000510000004B3D0000595C00008C600000913A00

0087100000A00000008600000082000000710000005E00000049000000620000

0071000000AE000000AE000000A0000000700000005B00000060000000750000

0077000000720000007F00000082000000792700006829000032075C00003176

000014600000003E0000000D00100011000C002A003B001A000E490700451316"/>

</flame>

Here is what I did with it....

1. Increase blur to 1. This will enable the background to have 'body' and help with
the black border around the egg. You will see the edge of the egg is not yet sharply
defined so we need to play with the variations.

2. Transform 2. Play with the variations and watch the effect in the preview. You
want the edge to sharpen up. Two way of doing this - increase linear or increase



spherical variation. I chose spherical to 0.5. Already you can see it sharpening
up.This just leaves the outer 'ghost' edge which must be caused by one of the other
transforms. Lets rinse/repeat with the next one....

3. Transform 3. You will immediately see when you adjust either the linear or
spherical variation in this one that this is the cause of the outer 'ghosting'. Carefully
increase spherical until the edge lines up with the rest of the flame. On mine a value
of 0.447 does it. Now that takes care of the outer edges. There is still an 'inner
sphere' visible. Let's work to get rid of that. Same method but as transforms 1-3
aren't responsible for it, lets try adjusting transform 4:

4. Transform 4. Again same technique. This time I decreased the linear which
expanded the inner sphere to match the rest. BTW you can also just see the black
border ring around this egg. We can tweak this to make it a little clearer later. I
would also recommend zooming in until the egg fills the preview window too. This
way it is much easier to see any adjustments. Here is the flame thus far:

<flame name="2B2H-Helens Flame - 1" size="400 300" center="0.0643636363636364 0.013"

scale="198.094117647059" oversample="2" filter="0.5" quality="50" background="0 0 0"

brightness="14.8304347826087" gamma="1.5" >

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" blur="1" coefs="-1 0 0 1 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="1" linear="0.807" spherical="0.5" coefs="0.866025 -0.5 0.5 0.866025 -

1 -1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" linear="0.9" spherical="0.447" coefs="0.866025 0.5 -0.5 0.866025 1

1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" linear="0.795" spherical="0.066" coefs="-1.25 0 0 1.25 0 0" />

   <finalxform color="0" symmetry="1" spherical="1" coefs="1.25 0 0 1.25 0 0" />

   <colors count="256"

data="000030A0000034000000300000002D0000000000000000000000000000000013

    0000003800000028000000170000000A00000000000000030000000900000007

    000000040000001E000F001D0024001C001C002900110035000C002F0006002A

    000000470000004E000000550000004C0000004400000034000E0024004E0002

    0056000000711D0000770100007E000000640000004A000000520000005C0000

    009C000000AC000000BE000000B4000000AB370000B13B0000B83E0000AE8409

    009CBB00003A780400076B0200005E06000058100002521B001B4410003C3509

    00500000004C00190049003A0057111300654C000063500000605500002D4B00

    004306000024001C003C00230054002D00510011004F00000057000000562E00

    00528304006F830E00898317006C8D28004E973700387C4700286260000F608D

    000044BD000069AA000D688900426A68006569320076651000B4540000C34A00

    00980000007A0000005E0000005F00000062000000450000003A000000340000

    000C0000000C000D000F00150015001E000E001B000600190017000C001C0004

    0045000000600000007D0200007C0900007A0F00006F2838004309940000237F

    00003D7D000048B000003DB9000035C3000094C300507EC300436BBB002F8A7C

    00006A5100005729000045010000410000003C0000003D0100142D0700620300

    005B000000270100002824110019412900005E3E00007E5900007C6600004876

    00022900004C2F00008C340000963700009F3C00009F0E00009A000200940035

    00AB004400650023005F0024005B0026004F004C0023003A00002B3B00000043

    000C000D000C0000000D000000001B000000000F000000430000008A00002BBD

    00005DC3000093C300007CAC000066850000644100007800004E6C0000874900

    00A13100009D1A00009902000093000000860000007E000000730000004E0000

    0024000200000016000000150000000900000000000000000000000000000013

    000000360000224700004B58000051A000009FBD0000A3C300009DA40000718B

    0000557F0000513B00001C2000000A270006000000060006001B000000450000

    003E000000420000003F00000020000000080000000A00000000000000000000

    00001E00003D00000045000000504100002F6D00004E9F00008CB800008DB100

    008B640000872B000071000000510000004B3D0000595C00008C600000913A00

    0087100000A00000008600000082000000710000005E00000049000000620000

    0071000000AE000000AE000000A0000000700000005B00000060000000750000



    0077000000720000007F00000082000000792700006829000032075C00003176

    000014600000003E0000000D00100011000C002A003B001A000E490700451316"/>

</flame>

5. Now we can see the makings of an egg here. Lets sharpen things up a bit and
make things clearer. A good way of doing this is the scale down the transforms. Lets
try each in turn, starting with 4. BTW I am using the Home and End keys to scale. I
hit the End key and immediately I see the 'ghost'egg appear so this clearly isn't right.
I undo this action and move to the next transform, 3. As soon as I hit the End key,
the eggs interior starts to sharpen nicely. I hit the End key twice more before moving
to transform 2. Again scaling down has a nice effect so I again use the End key a
total of three times. This is what we have now:

<flame name="2B2H-Helens Flame-2" size="400 300" center="0.0643636363636364 0.013"

scale="198.094117647059" oversample="2" filter="0.5" quality="50" background="0 0 0"

brightness="14.8304347826087" gamma="1.5" >

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" blur="1" coefs="-1 0 0 1 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="1" linear="0.807" spherical="0.5" coefs="0.443405 -0.256 0.256

0.443405 -1 -1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" linear="0.9" spherical="0.447" coefs="0.443405 0.256 -0.256

0.443405 1 1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" linear="0.795" spherical="0.066" coefs="-1.25 0 0 1.25 0 0" />

   <finalxform color="0" symmetry="1" spherical="1" coefs="1.25 0 0 1.25 0 0" />

   <colors count="256"

data="000030A0000034000000300000002D0000000000000000000000000000000013

    0000003800000028000000170000000A00000000000000030000000900000007

    000000040000001E000F001D0024001C001C002900110035000C002F0006002A

    000000470000004E000000550000004C0000004400000034000E0024004E0002

    0056000000711D0000770100007E000000640000004A000000520000005C0000

    009C000000AC000000BE000000B4000000AB370000B13B0000B83E0000AE8409

    009CBB00003A780400076B0200005E06000058100002521B001B4410003C3509

    00500000004C00190049003A0057111300654C000063500000605500002D4B00

    004306000024001C003C00230054002D00510011004F00000057000000562E00

    00528304006F830E00898317006C8D28004E973700387C4700286260000F608D

    000044BD000069AA000D688900426A68006569320076651000B4540000C34A00

    00980000007A0000005E0000005F00000062000000450000003A000000340000

    000C0000000C000D000F00150015001E000E001B000600190017000C001C0004

    0045000000600000007D0200007C0900007A0F00006F2838004309940000237F

    00003D7D000048B000003DB9000035C3000094C300507EC300436BBB002F8A7C

    00006A5100005729000045010000410000003C0000003D0100142D0700620300

    005B000000270100002824110019412900005E3E00007E5900007C6600004876

    00022900004C2F00008C340000963700009F3C00009F0E00009A000200940035

    00AB004400650023005F0024005B0026004F004C0023003A00002B3B00000043

    000C000D000C0000000D000000001B000000000F000000430000008A00002BBD

    00005DC3000093C300007CAC000066850000644100007800004E6C0000874900

    00A13100009D1A00009902000093000000860000007E000000730000004E0000

    0024000200000016000000150000000900000000000000000000000000000013

    000000360000224700004B58000051A000009FBD0000A3C300009DA40000718B

    0000557F0000513B00001C2000000A270006000000060006001B000000450000

    003E000000420000003F00000020000000080000000A00000000000000000000

    00001E00003D00000045000000504100002F6D00004E9F00008CB800008DB100

    008B640000872B000071000000510000004B3D0000595C00008C600000913A00

    0087100000A00000008600000082000000710000005E00000049000000620000

    0071000000AE000000AE000000A0000000700000005B00000060000000750000

    0077000000720000007F00000082000000792700006829000032075C00003176

    000014600000003E0000000D00100011000C002A003B001A000E490700451316"/>

</flame>



6. Now the egg is starting to look good but we need to fill the middle a bit. If you
remember, any modifications to transform 4 distorted the flame. It appears to be
just morroring the blobs. We could add another transform but let's stick with what
we have. This is where trial and error comes in and getting a feel for what is
happening. Now I know we got rid of the 'inner sphere' in the earlier steps but it is
going to reappear in the next few. We can decide what we will do with it then :). OK
lets get rid of the symmetry and move Transform 4 up 1 unit. The first thing you will
see is the egg breaks :P. What we do now is play with it until all the flame in back
inside the sphere. let's rotate it clockwise (Page Down key). OK hitting Page Down 3
times brings everything where we want but wait, let's rotate it some more and see
what we get. We want to fill that black space up a bit. Hitting Page Down a further 8
times and the flame is out of the egg in the lower left area:

<flame name="2B2H-Helens Flame-3" size="400 300" center="0.0643636363636364 0.013"

scale="198.094117647059" oversample="2" filter="0.5" quality="50" background="0 0 0"

brightness="9.5695652173913" gamma="1.5" >

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" blur="1" coefs="-1 0 0 1 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="1" linear="0.807" spherical="0.5" coefs="0.443405 -0.256 0.256

0.443405 -1 -1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" linear="0.9" spherical="0.447" coefs="0.443405 0.256 -0.256

0.443405 1 1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" linear="0.795" spherical="0.066" coefs="1.207407 -0.323524 -

0.323524 -1.207407 0 -1" />

   <finalxform color="0" symmetry="1" spherical="1" coefs="1.25 0 0 1.25 0 0" />

   <colors count="256"

data="000030A0000034000000300000002D0000000000000000000000000000000013

    0000003800000028000000170000000A00000000000000030000000900000007

    000000040000001E000F001D0024001C001C002900110035000C002F0006002A

    000000470000004E000000550000004C0000004400000034000E0024004E0002

    0056000000711D0000770100007E000000640000004A000000520000005C0000

    009C000000AC000000BE000000B4000000AB370000B13B0000B83E0000AE8409

    009CBB00003A780400076B0200005E06000058100002521B001B4410003C3509

    00500000004C00190049003A0057111300654C000063500000605500002D4B00

    004306000024001C003C00230054002D00510011004F00000057000000562E00

    00528304006F830E00898317006C8D28004E973700387C4700286260000F608D

    000044BD000069AA000D688900426A68006569320076651000B4540000C34A00

    00980000007A0000005E0000005F00000062000000450000003A000000340000

    000C0000000C000D000F00150015001E000E001B000600190017000C001C0004

    0045000000600000007D0200007C0900007A0F00006F2838004309940000237F

    00003D7D000048B000003DB9000035C3000094C300507EC300436BBB002F8A7C

    00006A5100005729000045010000410000003C0000003D0100142D0700620300

    005B000000270100002824110019412900005E3E00007E5900007C6600004876

    00022900004C2F00008C340000963700009F3C00009F0E00009A000200940035

    00AB004400650023005F0024005B0026004F004C0023003A00002B3B00000043

    000C000D000C0000000D000000001B000000000F000000430000008A00002BBD

    00005DC3000093C300007CAC000066850000644100007800004E6C0000874900

    00A13100009D1A00009902000093000000860000007E000000730000004E0000

    0024000200000016000000150000000900000000000000000000000000000013

    000000360000224700004B58000051A000009FBD0000A3C300009DA40000718B

    0000557F0000513B00001C2000000A270006000000060006001B000000450000

    003E000000420000003F00000020000000080000000A00000000000000000000

    00001E00003D00000045000000504100002F6D00004E9F00008CB800008DB100

    008B640000872B000071000000510000004B3D0000595C00008C600000913A00

    0087100000A00000008600000082000000710000005E00000049000000620000

    0071000000AE000000AE000000A0000000700000005B00000060000000750000

    0077000000720000007F00000082000000792700006829000032075C00003176

    000014600000003E0000000D00100011000C002A003B001A000E490700451316"/>

</flame>



How do we bring it back in? There are several ways. PLaying with the variations is
one way but this may affect the sharpness. Lets try scaling the transform (Home/End
keys) I know that to reduce this area we need to scale *up* so I hit the Home key
three times, always checking the preview. Lo and behold that inner sphere has
reappeared, this time much sharper but off centre. lets get it in the middle again by
dropping transform 4 back down 1 unit to the origin. Now this is actually looking
quite nice!

7. Now the 'blobs' look OK but we want to have a nice neat and narrow border
around the egg. The way to do this is to increase blur. As you do this you will see
two things happen:

    a. The blobs get bigger
    4. The background border startes to close in on the egg.
This is what we have now:

<flame name="2B2H-Helens Flame-4" size="400 300" center="0.0643636363636364 0.013"

scale="198.094117647059" oversample="2" filter="0.5" quality="100" background="0 0 0"

brightness="9.5695652173913" gamma="1.5" >

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" blur="1.173" coefs="-1 0 0 1 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="1" linear="0.807" spherical="0.5" coefs="0.443405 -0.256 0.256

0.443405 -1 -1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" linear="0.9" spherical="0.447" coefs="0.443405 0.256 -0.256

0.443405 1 1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" linear="0.795" spherical="0.066" coefs="2.358217 -0.631882 -

0.631882 -2.358217 0 0" />

   <finalxform color="0" symmetry="1" spherical="1" coefs="1.25 0 0 1.25 0 0" />

   <colors count="256"

data="000030A0000034000000300000002D0000000000000000000000000000000013

    0000003800000028000000170000000A00000000000000030000000900000007

    000000040000001E000F001D0024001C001C002900110035000C002F0006002A

    000000470000004E000000550000004C0000004400000034000E0024004E0002

    0056000000711D0000770100007E000000640000004A000000520000005C0000

    009C000000AC000000BE000000B4000000AB370000B13B0000B83E0000AE8409

    009CBB00003A780400076B0200005E06000058100002521B001B4410003C3509

    00500000004C00190049003A0057111300654C000063500000605500002D4B00

    004306000024001C003C00230054002D00510011004F00000057000000562E00

    00528304006F830E00898317006C8D28004E973700387C4700286260000F608D

    000044BD000069AA000D688900426A68006569320076651000B4540000C34A00

    00980000007A0000005E0000005F00000062000000450000003A000000340000

    000C0000000C000D000F00150015001E000E001B000600190017000C001C0004

    0045000000600000007D0200007C0900007A0F00006F2838004309940000237F

    00003D7D000048B000003DB9000035C3000094C300507EC300436BBB002F8A7C

    00006A5100005729000045010000410000003C0000003D0100142D0700620300

    005B000000270100002824110019412900005E3E00007E5900007C6600004876

    00022900004C2F00008C340000963700009F3C00009F0E00009A000200940035

    00AB004400650023005F0024005B0026004F004C0023003A00002B3B00000043

    000C000D000C0000000D000000001B000000000F000000430000008A00002BBD

    00005DC3000093C300007CAC000066850000644100007800004E6C0000874900

    00A13100009D1A00009902000093000000860000007E000000730000004E0000

    0024000200000016000000150000000900000000000000000000000000000013

    000000360000224700004B58000051A000009FBD0000A3C300009DA40000718B

    0000557F0000513B00001C2000000A270006000000060006001B000000450000

    003E000000420000003F00000020000000080000000A00000000000000000000

    00001E00003D00000045000000504100002F6D00004E9F00008CB800008DB100

    008B640000872B000071000000510000004B3D0000595C00008C600000913A00

    0087100000A00000008600000082000000710000005E00000049000000620000



    0071000000AE000000AE000000A0000000700000005B00000060000000750000

    0077000000720000007F00000082000000792700006829000032075C00003176

    000014600000003E0000000D00100011000C002A003B001A000E490700451316"/>

</flame>

8. Now this looks OK but the blobs look a little hazy. As we know, transform 1
controls the blobs so lets increase the weight to see the effect. In the transform tab
of the editor window, set the weight to 1.5. The recurring egg is an interesting effect
caused by transform 4 being at the middle. I've called this the Infinity Egg :) This is
the result:

<flame name="2B2H-Helens Flame - Final - The Infinity Egg" size="400 300"

center="0.0643636363636364 0.013" scale="198.094117647059" oversample="2" filter="0.5"

quality="100" background="0 0 0" brightness="9.5695652173913" gamma="1.5" >

   <xform weight="1.5" color="0" blur="1.209" coefs="-1 0 0 1 0 0" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="1" linear="0.807" spherical="0.5" coefs="0.443405 -0.256 0.256

0.443405 -1 -1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" linear="0.9" spherical="0.447" coefs="0.443405 0.256 -0.256

0.443405 1 1" />

   <xform weight="0.5" color="0" linear="0.795" spherical="0.066" coefs="2.358217 -0.631882 -

0.631882 -2.358217 0 0" />

   <finalxform color="0" symmetry="1" spherical="1" coefs="1.25 0 0 1.25 0 0" />

   <colors count="256"

data="000030A0000034000000300000002D0000000000000000000000000000000013

    0000003800000028000000170000000A00000000000000030000000900000007

    000000040000001E000F001D0024001C001C002900110035000C002F0006002A

    000000470000004E000000550000004C0000004400000034000E0024004E0002

    0056000000711D0000770100007E000000640000004A000000520000005C0000

    009C000000AC000000BE000000B4000000AB370000B13B0000B83E0000AE8409

    009CBB00003A780400076B0200005E06000058100002521B001B4410003C3509

    00500000004C00190049003A0057111300654C000063500000605500002D4B00

    004306000024001C003C00230054002D00510011004F00000057000000562E00

    00528304006F830E00898317006C8D28004E973700387C4700286260000F608D

    000044BD000069AA000D688900426A68006569320076651000B4540000C34A00

    00980000007A0000005E0000005F00000062000000450000003A000000340000

    000C0000000C000D000F00150015001E000E001B000600190017000C001C0004

    0045000000600000007D0200007C0900007A0F00006F2838004309940000237F

    00003D7D000048B000003DB9000035C3000094C300507EC300436BBB002F8A7C

    00006A5100005729000045010000410000003C0000003D0100142D0700620300

    005B000000270100002824110019412900005E3E00007E5900007C6600004876

    00022900004C2F00008C340000963700009F3C00009F0E00009A000200940035

    00AB004400650023005F0024005B0026004F004C0023003A00002B3B00000043

    000C000D000C0000000D000000001B000000000F000000430000008A00002BBD

    00005DC3000093C300007CAC000066850000644100007800004E6C0000874900

    00A13100009D1A00009902000093000000860000007E000000730000004E0000

    0024000200000016000000150000000900000000000000000000000000000013

    000000360000224700004B58000051A000009FBD0000A3C300009DA40000718B
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</flame>

I would like to thank Helen for her permission to include the above in this document.



Here are the before and After renderings :)

Before:

After:



Adding Colour to your flames

There are two ways you can do this. The first is simply to use the Flame
menu and select Calculate Color Values

The second method is the one I tend to use now and  I will describe this
next. Before I do so, if you have had problems colouring flames in previous
versions (particularly 2.03c) you should find it much easier in this latest
version. The reason is this. When you used AddTransform (either via script or
the toolbar) when a transform was added it also included a symmetry value of
1 by default (except for the first two transforms when the New Blank Flame
button was used) This was only discovered during beta testing of 2.04 and
fixed so if you want to go and tweak your old flame colours, check the

symmetry values first ☺

Ok onto tweaking colours.  Another confession. Up until using this version I
was content using the menu option mentioned in the previous paragraph.
Now I rarely use it. For this exercise we will use the Colors tab in the editor:



This method is very simple but extremely effective. Using the method of
changing variables described in Tip No. 2 back in the section Working with
the Editor, place the cursor over the section filled with colour and hold the
left mouse button down and drag left or right. The value will change in the
same way as it does for variations but the important things are you can finely
adjust colours very easily and see the influence on the flame. This allows you
to make very subtle changes which can make all the difference. It’s as simple
as that. No magic tricks and probably one of the more important things I can

teach you about, assuming you weren’t already aware ☺

Tip No. 4
Don’t use the zoom icon in the main window. It is MUCH faster to
use the Master Scale in the Adjust Window:

Another important consideration when colouring flames is their weights. You
can find the weight set for each transform on the transform tab. The higher
the weight the more that transform will influence the colouring. If you set
them all to say 0.5, none of the transforms will dominate the colouring. By
playing with the weights you can sometimes even out the brightness in a
flame so a darker area will show more detail. The highest value you can have
for weight on one transform is 100. Using  such high values completely alters
the appears of the flame. Even modest adjustments can add that ‘something’.
For instance when you are using blur, try changing the weight value. This will
help add denseness to the ‘blobs’.
Using these methods it is quite easy to achieve vibrant flames if that is what
you want. In addition it is also much easier to control the colouring to achieve
more subtle effects. Colouring is what gives the flame life and is extremely



important. Make sure your gradient has plenty of colour (no or very few
blacks unless that is an effect you are looking for).

Tip No.5
The use of the Final Transform has been mentioned. There is
however a caveat I recently discovered. By increasing the values in
the variations it seriously hampers your control over the
brightness/colour of the flame. More so with variations like the julia
family or spherical. For instance if you initially activate the Final
Transform and you see the flame quite small in the preview window
you have three options. One is to use the F12 key but this doesn’t
always work (and can make things worse). The second is to use the
Master Scale edit field previously mentioned. The final option is to
increase the value in any variation of the Final Transform. My advice
is this: try not to let any values is any of the Variations fields in the
Final Transform get much above 1 and if you can keep them  even
lower then so much the better. The lower the value the brighter
your flame will be. If you do increase the values watch the preview
window for loss of detail/brightness. Much better to use the Master
Scale instead to zoom in.



Conclusion

That about does it. All the flames in my gallery have been created using these
methods – even the solid looking ones. For the solid look, I would suggest
starting with the julian and experiment using the tips I have given in the
julian section. The important thing is that the blur must be used on it’s own in
one triangle. Once you get the hang of this try using other variations instead
of julian with blur. I find this more difficult but I have had some success.

 Before I finish I would advocate looking at the galleries of the following Apo
artists whom I have a lot of respect for. There are others too but I want to let

you have time to create your own flames as well ☺ I hope I have managed to
expand your creativity just a little as this great little program has addictive
qualities once you start to get creative.

Apo Artists

Zueuk (Apo artist and developer) : http://zueuk.deviantart.com

Psion005 (Apo artist and 2.04 beta tester): http://psion005.deviantart.com

Grinagog (Apo artist and 2.04 beta tester): http://grinagog.deviantart.com

MichaelFaber (Apo artist): http://michaelfaber.deviantart.com

Lastly, should anyone wish to look at my gallery of Apo artwork, it can be
found at:

Myself (2B2H) (Apo artist and 2.04 beta tester): http://2b2h.deviantart.com
email: carl.skepper@ivy-cottage.net



Revision History

April 2006  - First published

May 2006  -  Update editor and use of colour sections. Added section on
creation of Dragon Eggs

12th May 2006  – Added new tutorial to Dragon Egg Section. Update Using
Colour section again. Added content to Tiling section


